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About This Content

With this skin pack you will be able to change the appearance of Genestealers in both single player and multiplayer games.

The skin pack includes 3 skins:

The Hive Fleet Kraken Skin

The Black/Green Skin

The Bonedust Skin
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Buyer beware. I just bought this and played a few games, but now for whatever reason it's not letting me play with these cards
anymore. I can still select 'Colony Wars' under selections, but it only pairs me up with base sets. If I select only 'Colony Wars',
I'm stuck in an infinite Please Wait. As before this game still has a lot of bugs and as of now it seems I've wasted 5 dollars until
they fix it.. Pitiable trash crashes on attempts to load, with or without patch. Computer in use is 8GB RAM laptop capable of
running DoTA2 at medium settings.

Do not buy.. The game designer has had a clever idea, but has completely failed to consider the player experience. The
connection between cause and effect is completely hidden and nonsensical. (Why do so many ad campaigns fail? Why do
companies get angry with me when I've risked my own money to promote them, and gained them customers?)

For masochists and desperate simulation-seekers only.. This is nothing like legendary city-building games like 1602 A.D. or The
Great Empires Collection. If you're hoping for a new age version of games like those, run away. It does not offer levels of
difficulty, random maps or modes and it has minimal resources. It offers minimal settlement, resource and character
management. Map customization or settlement decor options are severaly limited here. You can only play on a solo map that
consists of the ability to add\/remove palm trees, add\/remove a dirt road, and... nope, that's it.

  The short tutorial that's available in the beginning lacks an emphasis on the importance of building a wharf and having a fleet
for raiding early on and the role raiding will play in the early development of their settlements.

  You will start out with access to nine basic buildings with the ability later on to unlock a total of eighteen on your adventure.
There are only three upgradable buildings which are key to how those aforementioned buildings get unlocked in the build menu.
There are no other forms of upgrading available to resource buildings or housing therefor your settlement never shows change as
it grows, nor can you increase production like other strategy-simulation builder games. You can only place more of the same
buildings and choose what resource you want it to farm. Once you have a small thriving settlement, you expand land ownership
on the island and repeat until you've filled your island with happy little pirates.

  Raiding is an interesting addition to this strategy-simulation builder game. A level three wharf allots you the ability to build
three types of ships, each with their own advantage. Types of raiding are broken down into two categories, land and sea raids.
Each type of raid will allot you three choices for what you wish to raid. Each offer a different level of difficulty. The more
ships and crew members in your fleet you have, the percentage for success in those raids rises. For a nice twist, crew members
aren't recruited to be crew members only. You have to give your pirates a break from their jobs to go on a "booty call" which
may compromise your entire production if you do it at the wrong time.

  Which brings me to mention your population. Unlike most other games of this genre, you don't have an increase of population
merely because you've built a home for someone to move in. Houses are used in this game to provide a place for the pirates to
rest. New additions to your settlement are pirates you've picked up on successful raids which means if you fail a raid, *cue
music* DRN! DRN! DRN! ...you may also lose a members of your crew. If you lose too many of your pirates in a raid, you
won't have enough to run your settlement and therefor must start over.

  The user interface design is kept simple and easily accessible. You will have a menu at the bottom that allows you to build,
assign workers, worker overview, raiding, military overview, time adjustment and options. Not a lot of asking yourself, "What
do I click to control or see the yadda yadda?"

  There's your five bucks worth of fun. The game is new and does have potential to offer much more. It lacks a few things you
may have found in other games like this such as milestones, goals, trading with AI settlements, random acts of misfortune,
different maps and a marketplace. But there's so much the devs can do with it from what we have here and they just may in the
future. (Pssst. Tsunamis and shipwrecks would be off the chain, yo! *cough cough*)

  At this time, the game quickly reaches a plateau where it no longer requires involvement from the player. If five bucks for five
hours sounds good, go for it!. Honestly, I find this content not worth it's price tag. Don't get me wrong, the content is great
however, it is too little for it's price. Furthermore, it is $1.00 cheaper than it's original game, I see no reason why to make it cost
so much yet so little contents to play around with.
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The class this DLC offers is really strong and it is really fun. Also, with the new bosses and relics, alongside the new act and the
awesome quests, you would be out of your mind not to own this DLC if you really love the game.

I recommend this DLC, too little for its price but the awesomeness kind of pays for it. Also, if you're deciding on which DLC to
get, between this and Karp Of Doom, I would say this should be the one to get as the character is more solid to play with and not
to mention the content difference for the same price.. Played this game for about 2 hours and I can tell you that this game will
bring hours, days, weeks, months,♥♥♥♥♥♥even YEARS of gameplay. Cant wait to actually learn how to play tho.. I only wish
it were included as main game content so I could use it in the toolset. A lot of unique enviromental audio that eclipses what the
main game had to offer.. after reading the mixed reviews i decided to check it out for my self so far its good only down side and
i dont know why but im currently playing on a asus i5 gtx 1080 gaming laptop plugged in yet this game is a power drain any
other game runs fine without power issues when plugged in except this game and its set on low graffix anyone else on laptop
having this problem or just me? but other than that its fun money making is slow and winter is brutal waiting game lol
. Hmm... I think it's same as tetris as usual but it has a music so I can beat the blocks that can be destroyed.
Well... my rating : 10\/10 (thumbs up).
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Ghost Recon. good ol' tom clancy. like actually some of the oldest clancy games. the campaign offers a great coop exp. and a for
ever frustating complex SP bot experince. MP is classic. and for 2001 its pretty good. except the rugged geometry, the sprite
explosions. the rough models. and the lens flare sun. OK so this isnt BF3. but BF3 aint no GR. If you are a fan of tactical
shooters then you have already played this and I dont need to remind you of how good it is. Revisiting it is fun. and is still worth
gathering a bunch of friends together for a no spawn elite run. dont forget the vent.

7.0\/10 (expansions included). Interesting concept, I give you that...

Just enough trees, good enough distance with fog.
Enemy (or other "players") are set on Patrol Duty, they will NOT persue you, but shoot you when spotted.
You hear the shooting noises, but when you hear the shouting, then you know they have spotted you. Not sure how the AI is
scripted here, but it feels like they circle themselves in a patrolling route around you.

For so far I have found a shotgun, a pistol, an assault rifle and a "sniper" rifle (which scope doesn't work like it should, a big
bulky thing in your screen, taking almost 50% of your vision).

Oh and I found a fox!!!! But it got scared of me and ran away... :(

5 THINGS NEED TO BE FIXED:
- Make the sniper rifle take less of the screen and fix it's "zoom" function, it's just a crappy thing or move it entirely, I am good
with either of these two options...
- When you are "zoomed in" with your weapon and go to flashlight or map, you stay in "zoomed in" - this should not be
happening at all
- Running speed; I think it could use a little bit more speed
- Options menu; to turn off the BLOOM effect would be really nice, there is too much light in this state.
- When you move, there is too much motion, like for motion-sickness? The blurry feeling? Take that away and the game is
suddenly 50% better! :-)

NOTE: I bought the game for 0,39 cents, for only the concept and in the state how it is, I think it's not that bad. For
recommendation value, if the developer adds more levels, like a night map (so the flashlight makes more sense), different
biomes maps (jungle\/desert\/snowy\/forest) it might become more interesting.
Due of the date, when this game came out, I recommend this game, in the hope the developer makes some updates and more
maps.. godawful game. It's a very interesting game, but the finishes are pretty complicated as it's almost the same without too
much change on the story.. Great game, it really needs you to read everything. Sadly, I experienced this game, half dead at 1am
in the morning and also I'm dumb. Obviously, I got stuck a lot and referenced quite a good bit.

I got a butt load of visual glitches, which got quite infuriating, but I still do enjoy and recommend the game.
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